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I. SCOPE

Source code, which is published under this license, is called APL source code. Any compiled programs, which are published under this license or generated from APL source code either directly or by small or trivial modifications, are called APL code. This License covers all APL source code and any APL code.

II. AUTHOR

The author of APL source code and APL code is Dr. Jürgen Abel - called author. The author reserves all rights of APL source code and APL code.

III. COMMERCIAL USE

It is not allowed to use APL source code or APL code for commercial applications without the permission of the author and without a written contract with the author. APL source code or APL code may not be soled in any form.

IV. ACADEMIC, RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL USE

APL source code and APL code may be used freely for academic, research and educational purposes. The usage may not be charged, neither for direct use nor for distribution.

V. NOTIFICATION

The person, who uses APL source code or APL code, must notify the author about all versions, which include APL source code or APL code.

VI. REPRESENTATION

The author of the APL source code and APL code must be displayed publicly together with his copyright in all applications. Copyright messages of the APL source code or APL code may not be removed. The credit for usage of APL source code or APL code must be clearly represented in all applications of the user. The author claims the right to revoke the right for usage of APL source code and APL code at any time.

VII. WARRANTY AND GUARANTY

The author gives neither warranties nor guarantees, that the APL source code or APL code are free of mistakes, or that they will always work perfectly. The user can not hold the author liable if something goes wrong with the the APL source code or APL code. Everybody, who uses APL source code or APL code, is fully responsible for any damage caused by the usage.